In the News

Traditions, Curriculums and Making Mason Memorable

September 23, 2021 | 6 to 8:30 p.m.
Cybersecurity and Healthcare Data: What Executives and Policy Makers Need to Know

September 15, 2021
Faculty Meeting featuring Q&A with Dean Miralles-Wilhelm

Mason Science Week includes opportunities to

- Meet students, discuss your programs, and share research and professional opportunities with free food and MasonScience SWAG.
- Delve into Maseion’s academic programs, learn about Mason’s Research & Discovery initiatives, and participate in virtual Trivia.
- Take part in activities that boost Mason’s community.
- Play trivia games online and take a chance to win MasonScience SWAG and other fun prizes.
- Register today to receive an email with a link to access trivia closer to the event. The top three teams will win chances to win MasonScience SWAG and other fun prizes.

There’s still time to learn more about available programs and resources. Both events will take place entirely outside.

We look forward to seeing you at ScienceConnect at the college’s annual Traditions, Connections and Making Mason Memories event on the Fairfax campus on Tuesday, September 14 from 3 to 4 p.m.
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